B(z) = Uf(ahz) j'ai where f(a, z) =â(a -z)/\a\ (1-äz) converges uniformly in every closed set interior to the unit circle. It is well known that limr_i B(re'e) exists if ew does not lie in an exceptional set E of measure zero, and, in fact, that the limit is the same as z approaches ew from within any triangle with vertex at e*9 lying within the closed unit disk. A discussion of the properties of Blaschke products may be found in [3] .
O. Frostman [2; 3] and L. Carleson [l] have considered Blaschke products for which (2) Zd-Ul)«<«, for some a<l. They found that in this case the exceptional set could be further restricted. It was shown in [l] that for ew EE, an exceptional set of zero outer Hausdorff a-dimensional measure, limr_i B (re'e) exists. Frostman [3] showed that for cc<l/2, the limit of the derivative of B(z) exists and is finite except for a set whose capacity of order 2a is zero,2 if z approaches eie from within a triangle with vertex at em lying within the closed unit disk.
We show that, with the restriction (2), certain tangential approaches to the boundary may be allowed, provided that these boundary points lie outside of somewhat larger exceptional sets. The exceptional sets are described in terms of Hausdorff-Besicovitch dimension, which is defined as follows:
Let C^= {Oyj be a covering of E, where ju^max diam Oy. The Hausdorff-Besicovitch dimension of E, written dim E, is defined as dim E = inf(7 | Ly(E) = 0) = sup(-y1 Ly(E) = »).
We describe the tangential approaches to the boundary in terms of order of contact. A sequence {zj} is said to approach eie with order of contact with the unit circle at most r -1 if lim¡," Zj -ew and 1 -\zj\ >|argzy -d\T. If lim.^oo B(zi) exists and is the same for all such sequences, we say that lim ^"¡s B(z) exists as z approaches e** from within the unit circle with order of contact with the unit circle at most t-1.
Our results are expressed in the Theorem.
We suppose B(z) to be a Blaschke product defined by (1) with Z(l -U;|)a< ». = limr^iB'(re<s) as z approaches e*6 from within the unit circle with order of contact with the unit circle at most (a -I), except possibly for a set G, on the unit circle with dim Ga^2aa/(l -a).
Proof of A. Let bj= 1 -| a¡\. Then (2) becomes (20 i>;<».
3>0
Choose ß with a<ß<l-a. Let Xy be an arc on the unit circle with midpoint a,/|a,-| and length 2bj. We define E$ = (\k*i UisfcXy. Since {t\j}i>k is a covering of Eß for each k,
Then by (2') we have
La/ß(Eß) = 0.
= ILs«/(ay, z).
Lemma 1. For fixed k, lim"<00 Bn(z) =B(z) uniformly for zE^j>k Sy, |z| <1.
It will be sufficient to show that lim,,.,,» IJ¿>n/(ai, z) = 1 uniformly in the same region. Since limy,«, £>y = 0, it is easy to show that we can choose an I so large that for j>l, zÇfSy, the following inequalities hold: 1 = \f(aj, z)\ = \a¡ -z\ /\a,-\ \z -âf1\ ^ |öy -z|/(|ay -3,Tl\ If e^EEß, then there is a k such that, for j>k, e^EXj. Hence it will be sufficient to show that, for sufficiently large j, e^EXj, zES¡, we have 1 -\z\ < |^ -arg z|*. Since limy_0O&y = 0, ß<l-a, and s<(l-a)/ß, we may choose / so large that, for j>l, bß-2b}~a>bß/2 and (bf/2)s > 2b)~a. Suppose j > I. If z E S¡, |arg a¡ -arg z\ = arc sin b)~a/\a¡\ = 2b)~". Since e«'*$Xy, |arg oy-^| >6f. Hence |^-argz| >b<j-2b)-a>b<]/2; so |*-arg *|»>(6f/2)'>26J1_a. However, for zESj, 1 -| z| g6y+6j-"<2i>j_a. Hence | arg z-\p\ s> 1 -| z|. We now suppose eieEEß, s<(l-a)/ß. By Lemma 2, there exists a ¿i such that for j>ki and zEP(s, d), z(£Sy. By Lemma 1, for any €>0, we can choose k2 so large that, for z$Uy>t, 5y and n>k2, \B(z)-Bn(z)\ < e. Suppose «> k2. Let {zy} be a sequence approaching e'9 as limit from within P(s, 0) with the restriction that the odd terms lie on the radius from the origin to eie. By Lemma 1,
Bn(z) is a rational function whose poles lie outside the unit circle; so it is continuous on the closed unit disk. Hence limy_M Bn(z¡) exists. Since e was chosen arbitrarily, limy^oe 73(z3) also exists and limy^«, B(z2]) = limy,00 ß(z2y_i). This shows that for s<(l-a)/ß, \imz^ B(z) -limT^i B(reie) as z approaches eiS from within P(s, 6) (and hence, by construction, with order of contact at most (s-1)), except possibly for the set Eß.
We now fix 5 = t and call our exceptional set FT. For every ß* <(l-a)/r, limZj^B(zj)=lim^iB(reit>) for {z,}CP(t, 0), e^EE»:
Hence PtC-E/j*. Using (3), and the fact that any covering of Eß* We take ewEDy, s<(l-a)/2y and let {zy}y=i,2i... be a sequence approaching ei$ from within P(s, 6) with odd terms on the radius from the origin to eie. Since s<(l-a)/2y<(l-a)/y, we may use the first theorem to see that limy<0O .B(zy) = limr^i B(reie). We use Lemmas 3 and 4 in the same way that Lemmas 1 and 2 were used above to show that limy^oo 5(zy) exists. From this we deduce that limz^"* B'(z) = limr^i B'(rei$) as z approaches e'e from within P(s, 6), except for the set Dy.
We fixa, and note that for7* < (1 -a)/2oand eisEDy', hmj^B'(z,) = limrH.i B'(reu) for z¡ approaching eie from within P(o-, 6). Hence the exceptional set G"EDy: By (4) then, La/y*(G") ííLa/y*(Dy*) =0; so dimG"g2a<r/(l-a).
